Annual Report
Queridos amigos y amigas,

Thousands of us gathered at Salvador del Mundo for a vigil the night before the official celebration of Archbishop Romero’s beatification under the driving rain! The rain poured on us all night long, but then the sun rose and shined brighter than ever as our group grew to over 300,000, filling the plaza to mark the momentous occasion.

Romero’s beatification validates the poor’s denunciation of human rights violations. It is a way of healing the wounds of the war. Let us continue pressing for truth, justice, and reparations.

In 2014, SHARE sent three election delegations to El Salvador; two for the first and second election rounds and one for the presidential inauguration. We were joined by men and women who have stood in solidarity with our people to celebrate and recommit to the new phase of the struggle. La lucha sigue!

We continued supporting Pro-Memoria, the coalition of organizations advancing truth, justice, and reparations in El Salvador. This March, for the 35th anniversary of Monseñor Romero, we supported a national general assembly of victims that produced twenty demands, including calls for: the derogation of the Amnesty law; the investigation and sanction of all responsible for violations of human rights (like the case of Romero); and reparations to the victims of human rights abuses. We believe that the root causes of the current violence engulfing the country include impunity and lack of justice.

As we move forward, we are preparing to celebrate our own 35th anniversary in 2016. Our celebration will kick off with a delegation this December to remember the martyrdom of Ita, Maura, Dorothy and Jean, assassinated December 2, 1980. We hope to be joined by 100 delegates and invite you to come with us!

During the war and since, SHARE has organized 10,000 delegates who have gone to El Salvador and walked with the people. We have traversed the holy ground in el Mozote, Las Aradas del Sumpul, the Hospitalito of Romero, and touched the memorial wall of the martyrs.

None of this work would be possible without each of you and your enduring support! Thank you for making SHARE a wonderful organization.

We look forward to continuing the journey with you!

In solidarity,

Jose Artiga, Executive Director
Locke Jaeger, Board President
Isabel Hernández, El Salvador Office Director
Community Development Program

With your help, SHARE accompanied communities and social organizations with projects addressing women’s empowerment, community development, and youth projects:

- **56** high school leaders from communities in Chalatenango, Tecoluca, San Vicente, Aguilares, El Paisnal, and Tacachico received scholarships to continue their education and develop their leadership skills through organizing literacy circles, community events, and anti-violence campaigns.

- **27** community leaders with community development experience but limited resources received scholarships to pursue university studies. Of these students, **5** graduated in 2014 in areas of social work, legal sciences, agricultural engineering, and business administration.

- **500** children and over **200** cooperative members planted and learned to care for **6,046** fruit trees of **10** different varieties in the departments of La Paz, San Vicente, and Ahuachapán.

- In more than **100** communities in the regions of Tecoluca, Chalatenango, Northern San Salvador, hundreds of women strengthened their skills, organization, food sovereignty, and economic opportunities. Over **200** women received training on managing home gardens. More than **300** women learned their rights in accordance with the Special Law for a Life Free of Violence Against Women.

- **40** women leaders developed public management skills to overcome barriers and advance their careers in the policy sector.

Fruit Trees for a Sustainable Future

According to the World Bank, over 40% of children in El Salvador are undernourished and children in rural areas are twice as likely to suffer from malnutrition as children in urban centers.

After a successful launch of this project last year, in 2014, SHARE once again partnered with CONFRAS and the Fruit Tree Planting Foundation to continue fruit tree planting in the department of La Paz.

In response to community requests, we added several more varieties of native species to the mix including anona, tamarind, mandarin, lemon, and cashew trees.

With SHARE’s support, students, parents, and teachers in La Paz continued to combat childhood malnutrition by teaching **500** children to plant and care for **1,000** fruit trees in schoolyard orchards in 2014.

With the help of the Fruit Tree Planting Foundation and CONFRAS, **115** women and **92** men learned to care for and plant an additional **5,046** fruit trees to diversify agricultural production in local cooperatives. As leaders of their cooperatives, the women who participated in these trainings are redefining the role of women in their community.

The benefits of this project are even larger than food security, citizen participation, and women’s leadership. El Salvador is the most densely populated and is the second most deforested country in the Western Hemisphere making it extremely vulnerable to the devastation natural disasters and environmental degradation.

Droughts and floods often destroy crops which forces El Salvador to import basic grains, driving up food prices and making it increasingly difficult for people to afford food. The use of non-native crops and monoculture production systems only makes this situation worse.

The deep root systems of native fruit trees enables them to access water during times of drought and prevent landslides during times of flooding. This project protects vulnerable communities by building environmental resilience to offset extreme weather.

Due to this project’s great success, we’ve set a goal to plant a total of **100,000** trees!
Advocacy Program

During the 2014 Tour for Truth and Justice, Wilfredo Medrano of Tutela Legal Maria Julia Hernandez and Bethany Loberg of SHARE educated over 1,000 people in six different U.S. cities on human rights abuses during the civil war and today.

29 women in four communities of Chalatenango improved the Advocacy Plan for the Women’s Association.

38 women in La Libertad put into practice the knowledge they learned about women’s organizing, women in leadership, women’s rights, and political advocacy.

600 women in San Vicente learned their rights according to the Special Law for a Life Free of Violence Against Women and participated in marches for women’s rights and food sovereignty.

SHARE supported actions to stop mining in San Jose Las Flores to protect diminishing water resources. With a 67% voting turnout, 99% of voters in this municipality voted down the mining proposition. San Jose Las Flores became the first town in El Salvador to completely ban mining.

SHARE continued supporting the push to ratify the amendment to Article 69 that will prevent the privatization of El Salvador’s water resources and will grant Salvadorans the right to choose from where their seeds and food products come.

The Struggle to End Violence Against Women

Hate crimes against women, such as femicide, is a prominent issue in El Salvador. In 2010, the Special Law for a Life Free of Violence Against Women set in motion various initiatives to prevent such violent acts against women and to insure proper treatment for survivors. In accordance with this law, various government institutions are required to establish Women’s Attention Centers to provide specialized care for women survivors of violent crimes.

Long-time SHARE partner ORMUSA (Organization of Salvadoran Women for Peace) initiated a program to educate women on their rights in accordance with the law and to train personnel working in justice and public safety (i.e., police officers, judges, social workers, etc.) to properly respond to incidences.

With the support of the Dominican Sisters of San Rafael and the Rachael and Ben Vaughan Foundation, SHARE has supported ORMUSA in this initiative.

In March 2014, a new center opened in Sensuntepeque, Cabañas. ORMUSA trained 63 women and 39 men how to properly respond to and care for survivors of gender-based violence. With SHARE’s support, ORMUSA strengthened the organization of 700 women in La Libertad to advocate for their rights and bring about change regarding women’s status in society.
Grassroots Program

Thank you to our wonderful Grassroots Partners for your support and solidarity with the people of El Salvador!

- In 2014, SHARE brought 140 delegates from 9 Grassroots Partners on a life-changing journey to El Salvador.

- SHARE’s Grassroots Program Coordinator Sarah Hall was blessed with the hospitality and generosity of SHARE supporters as they visited 11 SHARE Grassroots Partners in eight cities across the Midwest, East Coast, and Northwest U.S.

“As you listen more to their stories of hardships (and believe me, they will share them), you will realize how they are so personally challenged, in physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual ways…but yet they are happy and their faith is so strong. If you haven’t felt challenged before, the way you may grow in your thinking will never be the same again. You will feel that change in heart and wow…it’s great!”

-Dan Kasun, 2014 delegate with St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Parish in New Berlin, WI

SHARE’s Grassroots Partnership Program

SHARE’s Grassroots Partnership Program is an exciting and historic initiative driven by long-term, international relationships of mutual accompaniment, respect, and solidarity. Partnering through SHARE means building relationships based on respect and solidarity and walking side-by-side on the road to more just and equitable relations between the U.S. and El Salvador.

“There is much that the United States has to offer El Salvador, but there is just as much that El Salvador has to offer the United States. Together, we can develop the approach that will be needed to assure that the economic, social, and political futures of both El Salvador and the United States are humane and progressive.”

-Archbishop Oscar Romero

Interested in becoming a Grassroots Partner or know a group that might be? Contact our Grassroots Program Coordinator Víctor Andaluz at grassroots@share-elsalvador.org.

An original Sistering Partner in 1986 during the armed conflict.
Major Delegations

- In February and March of 2014, SHARE hosted 2 observer delegations with over 100 total delegates who helped monitor the process. Observer reports highlighted the transparency, professionalism, and fluidity of the 2014 electoral process.

- Observers’ reports help document what happens during an election to make recommendations regarding reforms to the process. Their presence can also help deter violence and some of the most open forms of fraud. SHARE’s participation in observation since 1994 has allowed us to observe the need for and implementation of reforms.

“Meeting the people of El Salvador and hearing their stories was one of my favorite parts about my trip to El Salvador. Hearing the sad stories from the mothers who lost their husbands and sons during the revolution and getting no real help or restitution from the various governments broke my heart. Hearing the stories of the priests, nuns, and peaceful volunteers that were brutalized and killed fighting for peace and the rights of the people was shocking and disturbing. Watching folks line up early in the morning, hours before the polls would open, to vote in the presidential election was inspiring.”

-Elections observer delegate Darryl Moore

Major Delegations

Major delegations give individuals the unique opportunity to walk with Salvadorans as they remember their past and confront current struggles. Whether the delegation focuses on observing elections, investigating current issues or remembering historic figures who fought for justice such as Archbishop Oscar Romero, delegates learn about the Salvadoran reality, build deep relationships with the Salvadoran people, are inspired by the Salvadoran people’s profound hope and faith, and accompany those working for social change and justice in El Salvador.

Delegations are a key part of SHARE’s accompaniment model. While itineraries vary depending on the theme or event, delegates explore and experience El Salvador through visits to organized communities, meetings with activists, and demonstrate solidarity with the Salvadoran people by participating in major events. Any group or individual is invited to join SHARE in El Salvador for these life-changing opportunities.

For more information on upcoming major delegations, go to: share-elsalvador.org/delegations/major-delegations.
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**Foundations, Religious Orders, and Other Entities**

ALDES
American University
Anti Homophobia Legal Clinic
Boston College
CARECEN Los Angeles
CARECEN San Francisco
CARECEN Washington D.C.
CRECEN Houston
Chalfonte Foundation
Congregation of the Humility of Mary
Congregation of the Sisters of St. Joseph
Cotchett, Pitre, & McCarthy, LLP
Dominican Sisters of Hope
Dominican Sisters of San Rafael
East Bay Immigration Coalition
Felician Sisters of North America
Fruit Tree Planting Foundation
Global Hunger Foundation
Hispanics In Philanthropy
International Law Society
LaSalle University
Leadership Conference of Women Religious
MAZON: A Jewish Response to Hunger
New World Foundation
North Bay Foundation
North Bay Organizing Project
Oral History Project
Regis College
Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary
Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth
Sisters of Charity of Nazareth Ministry Fund
Sisters of Mercy of the Americas
Sisters of Mercy West Midwest Community
Sisters of St. Dominic
Sisters of St. Francis, Mount St. Francis
Sisters of St. Joseph of Boston
Sisters of St. Joseph of Orange
Society for the Propagation of the Faith
Soroptimist International of Milwaukee
South Bay Sanctuary Covenant
St. Ignatius Church
St. Sabina Church
St. Vincent De Paul Church
Swarthmore College
The Rachael & Ben Vaughan Foundation
The Sinsinawa Dominicans
The Sisters of Mercy of Rochester
Tides Foundation
Titcomb Foundation
Weinberg, Roger & Rosenfeld

**Grassroots Partners**

Christ the King Catholic Church
Cretin-Derham Hall High School
Detroit Sister Community/ St. John Fisher
Eastern Michigan University
Friends of El Salvador
Mid-Michigan/ Faith Weavers
Georgetown University
Good Shepard Parish, KS
Good Shepard Parish, WI
Greater Milwaukee Synod
Holy Spirit Parish
Maryland Presbyterian Church
The Northwest School
Paulist Center
St. Edward’s Parish
St. Elizabeth Ann Seton
St. John Francis Regis
St. Mary of the Assumption
St. Patrick’s Church
St. Sebastian Church
St. Thomas More Newman Center
University Lutheran Chapel
Visitation Parish

**Individuals**

Rosalind Abernathy
Mary Abinante
Diana Agosta & Ken Wessel
Rosina Aguirre & Mark Kalusha
Frederick & Eileen Ahern
John Aihlbach & Peggy O’Grady
Thomas & Virginia Alexander
Mary Ann Allard
Elena Amaya
Donna & Thomas Ambrogi
Dan Anderson
Philip Anderson
Alexandra Aquino-Fike
Barbara Armento
Camilo Artiga-Purcell
Angela Aruz-Castillo
Nicolas & Rosa Maria Avelar
John & Hilde Bacharach
Madeeha Baker
Bernadette Ballasty
Anthony Batarse
Ashley Beggin
Andrew & Isabella Blackman
Robert Bender
Abigail M. Benkeser
Phyllis C. Byerly
Lora Bennet & Greg Anacker
Sarah Berg
Mary Clare Bernal
Barbara Betkowski
Joseph & Antoinette Betz
Gerald Bill
Patty Blum
Maria & Kevin Boden
Ronald Bogin
Mary Lou Boice
Carolyn & John Boitnott
H. Abigail Bok
John Boland
Richard Bondi
B. B. Borowitz
Suzanne Bottelli
Charmaigne Boulmay
Julie Brand
Dr. William Breakey
Sherri & Edward Brennan
Bill & Dorothy Briggs
Michael & Julia Brinkmann
Diance Pierce Brody
Hope Brogner
Joan Brooks
Molly Brown
Robert Brown
Terry Bruce
Judith Buchanan
Frederick & Judith Buechner
YenLinh Bui
Mary Catherine Bunting
Stephanie Burgos
Father John Burke
Martha Bushnell
Mark & Anne Byler
Alice & Charles Byrne
Gaston Cadieux & Noreen Kerrigan-Cadieux
Joan Caldarera
Alice Camille
Diana Campoamor
Carlos H. Campos
Eileen & Anne Canty
Ruth Capelle
Anne M Carrabino
Tara & Kevin Carr-Lemke
Mary & Bill Carry
Katherine Wilson & Justin Castro
Darlene Ceremello
Michelle Chan
Debra Chasnoff
Brittany Chevalier
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Teresa Chin
Suzanne Clark
Carroll & Joseph Clay
Joseph Cleary
Paul & Tiffany Cleary
Lawrence & Patricia Clemens
Rosemary Coffey
Bruce Cohen
Hilary Cohen
Marianne Comfort
Charles L. Conlon
Janet Conn
Edward Copeland
Brad Corban
Janet Corpus & John Hoffmeyer
Debra Covert-Bowlds
John Cowans
Catherine Cox
Raymond Crew
Anne Criquillion
Barbara Crook
Judith Crowley
Kathy Curran
Charles Currie
Peg Curtin
Margaret D’Adamo
Douglas & Gisela Daetz
Gislin Dagnelie
Linda Dallin & Paul Sussman
Maureen Darcey
Kimberly Daubman
John & Diane David
Scott Davis
Chantal De Alcauz
Edward De Avila
Cornelius & Priscilla De Stiger
Raymond G. Decker
Michael Dedrick & Mary Kay Feather
James Degel & Jeanne Berwick
Ana Maria Delgado
Mary Dellefield
Jim & Margaret Destaebler
Helen Dick
Vivian Dillard
Robert & Nancy Doan
Arthur & Marjorie Dole
Julia Dowd
Stuart Dreysfs
Neville & Doreen D’Souza
Denis Ducey
Gloria Duday
Thomas Duplepren
Mark Duerinck
Kathleen Duffy
Edward Duletsky
Brigid Dunne
John Edberg
Lee Effinger
Daniel Eiben
John & Dietlind Elliott
Carol Elsholz
Shannon Engeland
Christian Engen
Paul Englesberg Lucy Morse
Pauline English
Mary Ann Erdtmann
Daniel & Karen Erlander
Nancy & R.D. Esbenshade
Joseph Fahey
Richenda Fairhurst
Evan Fales
Frances Farenthold
Dianne Feeley
Gretchen Fenniger
Martha Ferger
Jennifer Ferrigno
Patricia & James Fidler
Maureen Fiedler
Andre & John Fike
Barry Fike
David & Sylvia Fike
Daniel Finucane
Rita Fisher
Phil Fisher
William Fisher
Sarah Fitts
James Flaherty
Sarah Flosi
Clint Folger
David Follett
Kathryn Ford
Laura Ford
Mary Elizabeth Ford
Renée Fredricksen
Linnea Freeburg
Barry & Janie Freeman
Charles French
Richard Friedberg
Martin Friedman
John Fries
Molly & Chuck Fumia
Anna Francis Fuqua-Smith
Jennifer Galovich Thomas Sibley
Tadao Peter Gee
Richard Geidel Nancy Braus
Dorothy Genevich
Jess George
Barbara Gershman
Arthur Gibb
David Goehner
John Goggin Julie Weighter
Laura Gold
Elaine R. Goldman
Evelyn Gonzales-Mills
Michael Govea
Phyllis Grady
Jennifer Greene
Bill & Bunny Griffits
Michael Grimm
Maria & Franz Grimminger
Frank Gruber Janet Levin
David Guasco
Diana Guellespe
Thomas Gumbleton
Patricia Gwalthney
Barbara & Peter Haack
Jeanie & Elaine Hagedorn
Kit Hamilton
Nora Hamilton
Collier Hands
Elizabeth Hanna
Liz & Mike Hanna
Michelle Hannahs
Elizabeth Hansen
Marcus Christian Hansen
Paul Hanson Betsy Lambie
Mary Ann Hartnett
Haruko Hata
Laurance & Celia Headley
Joan & Isaac Held
Lorraine Heller
Nancy Hendricks
Mary E. Hennig
Mary Kay Henry
Ann Hepp
Narada Hess
Donna & John Hill
Steven & Martha Hillyard
John & Marie Hinzmann
David & Vivian Hock
Harold Hodes
Anne Hoff
Thomas Hogan
Jack Hohenstein
Christopher & Rhoda Holabird
Kathleen Holmay
Robert Houser
Peg Howard
Cathy Howell
Joyce Hubbard
Ruth Hudgens
Marieta & Jeffrey Huff
Lindsay Hughes
Mary Jacobs
Patricia Jaffer
Mary Jenny
Christopher Johnson
Robert & Joy Johnson
Sharon Johnson
Robert Jones
Elizabeth & Thomas Jordan & Polk
Elly & Marty Jordan
Tim & Wanda Joseph
William Joyce
Ed Kaiel
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Gary Karnes
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Daniel & Nancy Kasun
Joanne Katzen
Mary A. Keith
Jack Kelly
Joanne Kelly
Herbert Kelman
Roberta Kemp
Paul Kendall Sharon Rives
Kathleen Kenney & Dave Depp
William Kerrigan
Jeanne Kies
Jonathan S. Kimmel
Max Kirkeberg
Otmar Kistner
Hanno & Julie Klassen
Agnes Klebe
Paul & Tracy Kleine
Jesse & Miranda Klosterboer
Robert & Carolyn Knapp
Katherine Knight
Charles & Jacqueline Konkol
Fred Kopatich
Nora & Elizabeth Ann Kramer
Pat Kramer
Bruce & Jane Krawisz
Ronald & Joan Kresge
Duane Krohnke
Michael Kuchkovsky
Adam Kufeld & Darin Tennesen
Andrea Lampros
Marie & William Langenes
Dale Langland
Sherry Larsen-Beville
Diane Lax
Drew Leder & Janice McLane
Robert & Michael Leleux
Michael & Diane Lent
Paul Lerg
Jody LeWitter & Marc Van Der Hout
John Leys
Debbie Liesen, SSND
Earl & Darielle Linehan
Don & Diane Lippincott
Sara Lisniansky
Christopher Lloyd
Robin Lloyd
Frances Loberg
David Loeb
Jose Francisco Lopez
Ann Brown & David Loretan
Helen Lorinc
Marilyn LoRusso
Clyde Loughridge & Karen Horton
Georgiann Lyga
Deborah Lyons
Melissa Mackenzie
Diane Madden
Michael Madden
Faith Madzar
Gabriel Makhlouf
Ernest Maldonado & Mary Welch
Dorris Malik
Francis & Edward Maloney
Barbara Manildi
Chris Maple
Christopher Markle
Teresa Marry
Martin Martinez
Rachel Kelly Martinez
Brian Masterson
Mark & Stacey Picard
Alice & Claude McNallen
Patrick & Charlaine McAnany
Donald McClain
Oz McConathy
Jennifer McGovern & Steven Unruhe
Anthony McGuire
Kerry McLaughlin
Karen McLoughlin
Elizabeth McMeekin
John & Sylvia Melrose
Alicia Mendoza
Salvador Menjivar
Elizabeth Merrill
Julie Meyer & Arnoldo Ramos
Tom Mezger
David Michaelson
David Mickiewicz
Archie & Dianne Miller
Susan & Charles Millar
Abigail Miller
Nancy S Miller
Thomas Minges
Ronald & Cynthia Moe-Lobeda
Nicholas Mohr
Stephanie Molina
Claire Moll
Kathleen Monahan
Ana Montano
Anne Moore
Barbara Moore
Helen Moore
Theresa Moreland
Bernadette Brenner
Ron & Betsy Morgan
Ed Morman
Roger & Ann Morrison
Susan Muckala-Printz
Ronald Printz
Marybeth Muehle
Stephen Mumme
Karen Murphy
Mary & James Murphy
Michael & Rita Murphy
Sheila Murphy
Tim & Linda Muth
Dan & Sally Natchek
Patrick Nau
Christopher Nauman
Jennifer Navarrete
Ann Neale
Loretta & Harold Nekota
Kenneth & Barbara Neuberger
Vy Nguyen
William Nisbet
R. Barrett & Barbara Noone
Joann O’Loughlin
Mary Ann B O’Reilly
Helen Ortmann
David Otto
Edgar Palacios
Joseph & Mary Palen
Harold & Lorraine Panchera
Elizabeth & Brian Pappalardo
Juanita Parks
Robert Patrick
Robert Peick
Michael Perloff
Elaine Pero
Eduardo Perou
Catherine Personius
Marguerite Pessagno
John & Joyce Petro
Robert Pierson
John Pollack
John Porter
Mary Poujiales
Foncy Prescott
Dan Prima & Sandy Bauer
Barbara Purcell
Eileen Purcell & Jose Artiga
James & Bernice Purcell
Gary Quirk & Charlotte Haas
Rebecca Rauber
Thomas Ray
Cathleen Real
Mark Reedy
Ann Reichman & Bruce Catalano
Joan Reidy
Sanna Reinholtzen
Marion & Mary Reis
Meg Remple
Luis Reyes-Umana
Stan & Cathy Rezendes
Anne Richter
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Paul & Cathy Riedl
Nelson Rivera & Sara Calderon
Cindy Robertson
Merilie Robertson
Fred & Helen Robinson
Jeffrey Robinson
Peter Robrish
Sister Cecile Roeger
Susan Rogers
Ann Rogotzke
P.T. Romero
Theodore Rose
William Alfred Rose
Fred Ross & Margo Feinberg
Daniel Roth & Louise China Brotsky
Tessa Rouverol Callejo & William Black
Barbara Row
Janice & Edward Rowley
Daniel Ruth
Robert Ryan
Jody Rymaszewski
Barbara Sable
Patricia Safavi
George & Clara Salloom
Jean Sammon
Paul Sampson
Bruce & Nancy Saurman
Ron Sax
Barbara Schaible
Eileen & William Schalk
Arlene & Jack Schaupp
Erich Schimps
Edward Schlumpf
Les Schmidt
Klaus & Joel Schmiegel
Anna Schneider & William Nancy
Eric Schockman
Fred & Phyllis Schoen
Ron Scholl
Timothy Schott
Locke Schultz Jaeger
Flora Schultz
Timothy Schwaller
James Schwartz
Pat & Harry Schwarzlander
Linda Schweidel
Karen Scott & Mario Perez
Barbara Evans & Lee M. Seabolt
Licia Claire & Dietrich Seaman
Joann Seaver
Michael Segeritz
Donald Seiple
Nick & Joan Semenuk
Mary Seymour
Lucas Shapiro
Maureen Sheahan & Allen Cholger
Julie Gordon Shearer
James Shelton
Karen Shirilla
Evely Shlensky
Esther Short
Lisa Sibony
Mary Silva
Rudy Simons
Eric & Julie Sinai
Victor Skorapa
Mary Slischer
Flora Smith
Gail Smith
George & Ann Smith
Veronica Smith
Wilma & Hart Smith
Reuben Sniper
Marguerite Soffa
Kristi Soutar
Suzanne Spaulding
Olive Hershey Spitzmiller
Jacob Stainbrook
Roy L. Stanley
Kathy & William Stayton
Dorsey R. Stebbins
James & Michele Stemler
Guido Stempel
Evelyn Stern
Suzanna Stinnett
Jean Stokan & Scott Wright
Ann Stokes
Lynne & Bertram Strieb
Robert & Bruce Sullivan
Scott Sveslosky
Robert Swab
Elizabeth Swan
Judy & Paul Swett
Kristin Swett
Helga Tarver
Lisa Tarver
Dona Teplitz
Kathleen Theodore
Kathy S. Tholin
Bonita Thomas
Jo Ann Thomas & Douglas Nopar
Stephanie Thomas
Katherine Thompson
James & Kathleen Tighe
Jeanne Trott
Fred & Kay Turk
Paula & John Tyler
Stephen Umhoefer
George & Mary Van Antwerp
Lyle & Marian Van Vleet
Adan Ernesto Vela
Charles Vela & Margarita Studemeister
Audrey Vincent
Betty Joan Wagstaff
Robb Wallace
Lowell Waxman
Virginia Weingate
Margaret N. Weitzmann
James Wellman

In Memory
Patricia Garcia
Katoko Sax
James P. O’Brien
Thurman Wenzl
Mary Rita Weschler
Jean Westerman
Ralph Weston
Mireya & Edward Wharton
Elizabeth Wheaton
Katherine Whitty
Francine Wickes
Richard & Claudia Wilcomb
Joan Wilichowski
Gertrude Wilkinson
John Williams
Lucy Williams & Faith Perry
Pam Williams
Thomas Willis
Fiona Wilmot
Margaret Wilson & Robert Mccarty
Douglas Wingeier
Michael Woitalla
Oliver Woltailla
Rhonda Wright
John Yap
Mary Yelenick & Elizabeth Broad
Peter Zakel
Kathleen Zamboni
Margaret & Lee Zeigler
Phyllis Zimmer
2014 Income and Expense

**Income**
- Individuals: $222,431
- Foundations & Religious Orders: $100,022
- Grassroots Partners: $52,922
- Delegations: $109,328
- Fiscal Sponsorships: $16,646
- Capital Gains, Interests & Dividends: $6,901
- Other: $3,162
- Total: $517,414

**Expense**
- Programs: $408,673
- Administrative: $33,430
- Fundraising: $48,684
- Fiscal Sponsorships: $19,839
- Other: $8,000
- Total: $518,628
Meet SHARE Scholarship Student: Rubia Guardado!

A leader in her community, Rubia Guardado is among the first SHARE El Salvador Legacy Fund Scholarship Recipients. From 2009-2013, as the Women’s Program Coordinator with the CCR, Rubia played a vital role in shaping women’s rights, education, and empowerment programs in the rural department of Chalatenango in northern El Salvador. She volunteered full time to organize rural women in her community and for the past two years has been lead promoter for the current Women’s Program.

In 2013, Rubia began studying social work at the university level with help of the SHARE El Salvador Legacy Fund.

SHARE scholarships creates opportunities for Rubia and other women in her community to create pathways to food sovereignty and equal rights: “I will have a better capacity to help the community. I will have more political advocacy experience and technical knowledge. The community gives me strength and the drive to continue studying.”

The SHARE El Salvador Legacy Fund supports students like Rubia to gain the skills and education to lead their communities to a more just and prosperous future. The Legacy Fund has over $600,000 in gifts and pledges of real estate, life insurance, IRAs, and bequests. There are many ways to leave your legacy with SHARE, contact Katherine Wilson at katherine@share-elsalvador.org for more information.